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Within multiple design challenges, the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) analysis and stability check of structural glass members is a well-known issue for design. Typical examples can be found not only in glass slabs with slender bracing members but also in facades and walls, where glass fins are used to brace the vertical panels against input pressures. Design loads such as wind suction give place to possible LTB of fins with LR at the tensioned edge and thus require dedicated tools. In the present investigation, the LTB analysis of structural glass fins that are intended to act as bracers for facade panels and restrained via continuous, flexible joints acting as lateral restraints (LRs) is addressed. Geometrically simplified but refined numerical models developed in Abaqus are used to perform a wide parametric study and validate the proposed analytical formulations. Special care is spent for the prediction of the elastic critical buckling moment with LRs, given that it represents the first fundamental parameter for buckling design. However, the LR stiffness and resistance on the one side and the geometrical/mechanical features of the LR glass members on the other side are mutually affected in the final LTB prediction. In the case of laminated glass (LG) members composed of two or more glass panels, moreover, further design challenges arise from the bonding level of the constituent layers. A simplified but rational analytical procedure is thus presented in this paper to support the development of a conservative and standardized LTB stability check for glass fins with LR at the tensioned edge.

1. Introduction

It is recognized that glass represents a structural material, with an increasing number of applications in buildings. Harmonized standards in support of safe structural design exist but are still under preparation [1–3] or do not include recommendations for the whole multitude of practical conditions. The last few years, in this regard, showed a huge spread of technical guidelines, codes of practice, and documents in support of designers [4–6], and research efforts are continuously in evolution.

Among others, the stability analysis of glass members is known to require dedicated calculation methods and verification procedures in order to achieve safe structural performances (Figure 1). Literature efforts can be found for several loading and boundary configurations of technical interest, including investigations on glass columns [7–11], beams [12–15], members under combined design loads [16, 17], plates under compression or shear [18–20], and proposals of generalized design buckling procedures [21, 22]. The use of equivalent thickness formulations for buckling purposes has also been addressed [21, 23, 24]. The buckling response of glass columns affected by variable input parameters is described in [25] with the support of the Monte Carlo simulation method, with nominal material properties [26] randomly modified.

The present study investigates the sensitivity of the elastic critical buckling moment for structural glass beams in lateral torsional buckling (LTB) as a major effect deriving from the presence of continuous lateral restraints (LRs) at the tensioned edge. The problem is typical of slender glass fins that are used to brace facade panels under wind suction. The presence of LRs, however, makes the LTB response markedly different from laterally unrestrained (LU) members. The current analytical study is first developed for fully monolithic LR members in LTB. The effects of geometrical
parameters and LR shear stiffness are explored in terms of elastic critical moment, giving evidence of the expected magnification factor as a function of the input properties of the system to verify. Later on, the analysis is extended to laminated glass (LG) elements of typical use in practice, where two or more glass layers are bonded together, but the viscoelastic behaviour of interlayers makes the LTB analysis of the so-assembled composite sections even more complex. As shown, the solution of the governing mathematical problem for LR members in LTB is rather complex due to a mutual influence of multiple parameters. Besides, simple formulations of practical use are developed to capture the LTB trends of a given LR member. The proposed analytical approach is validated with the support of finite element (FE) numerical analyses [27]. Thanks to a linearized procedure, as shown, the proposed empirical equations can support an efficient and reliable estimation of the theoretical LTB capacity with LRs.

2. State of the Art

Design applications for glass fins and bracings are characterized by the presence of adhesive, mechanical, or combined joints that provide mechanical interaction to the linked components. In the case of fins and stiffeners such as in Figure 1, this results in the LTB analysis of glass members that are characterized by the presence of continuous or discrete lateral restraints (LRs) that can be variably designed.

Compared to LU members in LTB [21], the use of specific calculation methods for LR members is a basic need to account for the severe modifications in the LU structural behaviour. However, several input parameters are responsible for these behaviour modifications and make the definition of generalized approaches complex.

Studies that emphasize the beneficial effect of LRs for glass members in LTB can be found in [28–30]. An extended investigation and design proposal is presented in [31, 32] for LR members in LTB characterized by the presence of continuous LRs at the compressed edge (i.e., as in the case of a roof fin under sustained vertical loads). The same loading condition is further explored in [33] by taking into account the presence of discrete mechanical LRs. Experiments are finally reported in [34] for glass members with fully rigid discrete LR in LTB. In accordance with [31, 32] and Figure 2, the proposed research outcomes and design procedure for the LTB analysis of glass fins with flexible (or discrete [33]) LRs at the compressed edge show that the actual critical buckling moment $M^{(E)}_{cr,R}$ of a given LR member progressively increases with the LR shear stiffness $k_y$:

$$M^{(E)}_{cr,R} > M^{(E)}_{cr} = \frac{\pi}{L} \sqrt{EJ_zGJ_t}, \quad (1a)$$

or

$$M^{(E)}_{cr,R} = R_M M^{(E)}_{cr}, \quad R_M \geq 1, \quad (1b)$$

with $R_M$ in Figure 2(b), an unknown magnification factor.

For a $b \times t$ monolithic member, $E$ and $G$ are Young’s and shear moduli of glass, while $J_z$ is the flexural bending moment of the resisting section and $J_t$ is the torsional moment of inertia:

$$J_z = \frac{bt^3}{12}, \quad (2)$$

$$J_t = \frac{bt^3}{3}. \quad (3)$$

2.1. Mathematical Model for Monolithic Members. The LTB analysis of LR glass fins with continuous flexible connections at the tensile edge is typical of practical applications in which a facade wall and the bracing fins are subjected to suction (Figure 1). Figure 3 schematizes the typical cross section of a LR glass fin with a continuous flexible joint. As far as the stiffness of the braced glass wall is disregarded, the joint can be efficiently represented in the form of distributed shear and rotational springs [31]. By increasing $k_y$ ($k_y = 0$), the LTB response of the LR member progressively tends to increase compared to the base LU condition ($k_y \rightarrow 0$).

The monolithic glass fin has a rectangular $b \times t$ cross section and is simply supported at the ends of the buckling length $L$. Fork-end restraints for the fin enable possible out-of-plane displacements due to the applied positive constant bending moment $M_y$ ("bottom" edge in tension), while the tensioned edge is variably restrained depending on $k_y$. As a starting reference for the current analysis, the LTB issue of glass fins with LR at the tensioned edge is explored first with the adaptation of past efforts from steel constructions and
Figure 2: LR glass members in LTB [31]: (a) LU or LR member sections (compressive edge) with (b) magnification factor $R_M$ for the critical buckling moment as a function of $k_y$. “C” and “T” denote, respectively, the compressed or tensioned edge with the LR.

Figure 3: Reference mathematical model of a LR glass member in LTB, with tensioned edge restrained: (a) side view and (b) cross section.
girders [35–38], especially [39–41]. Following [31, 32] and Figure 3, the LTB behaviour of the monolithic LR member can be derived from the solution of

$$
EI_z \frac{\partial^4 v}{\partial x^4} + k_y v + \left[ \frac{\partial^2 (\theta_x M_y)}{\partial x^2} - k_y z_M \theta_x \right] = 0,
$$

(4a)

$$
EI_y \frac{\partial^4 \theta_y}{\partial x^4} - GJ \frac{\partial^2 \theta_x}{\partial x^2} + \theta_x (z_y q_z + k_0) + \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} M_y - k_y z_M (v - z_M \theta_x) = 0,
$$

(4b)

where

- $J_w$ is the warping constant
- $k_y$ represents the translational (shear) rigidity of the continuous elastic restraint, per unit of length, along the $y$-axis
- $k_0$ is the rotational rigidity of the continuous elastic restraint, per unit of length, around the $x$-axis
- $M_y$ is the applied bending moment ($M_y > 0$ when the bottom flange is in tension)
- $q_z$ represents a possible transversal distributed load
- $z_M$ is the distance between the continuous LR and the $x$-axis
- $z_q$ is the distance between the point of introduction of $q_z$ load and the $x$-axis
- $v$ represents the vertical deflection of the member in the $z$-direction
- $\theta_x$ is the rotation of the cross section around the longitudinal $x$-axis of the beam

In this paper, the closed-form solution of the differential system in equations (4a) and (4b) is further discussed in Sections 3 and 4. It is first applied to a wide set of glass members with both monolithic or LG cross section and variable LR stiffness. Successively, empirical expressions of practical use are proposed to facilitate the prediction of the elastic critical buckling moment. The effect of input parameters is explored with the support of parametric calculations.

2.2. Laminated Glass Members. From a practical point of view, the use of LG sections that are obtained by bonding two or more glass panels represents the reference technical solution for safe structural glass design applications (Figure 4). In this regard, the literature offers a number of formulations and proposals for design that are based on the use of the simplified, equivalent thickness method and allow the analysis of approximated glass sections/members with a (flexural) monolithic thickness. Otherwise, the most important aspect for LTB considerations is represented by the need of dedicated calculations in terms of torsional stiffness of the so-defined equivalent monolithic glass sections, so as to include the viscoelastic properties of common interlayers on the final LTB performance indicators also [42]. The typical shear stiffness that is offered by the interlayers in use is in fact generally weak or anyway (for most of the design actions of technical interest) far away from the “fully rigid” bonding condition. It is thus required to first calculate the torsional contribution of the independent glass panels and then the equivalent term given by the interposed flexible torsional bonding.

According to the literature, the governing equations for LG members in LTB that are composed of two or three glass layers are given in Tables 1 and 2 (with $n_g$ being the number of glass layers), with evidence of the equivalent flexural stiffness terms (Table 1) and of the equivalent torsional stiffness contribution due to partial bonding for the glass layers (Table 2). While the equivalent thickness concept can correctly capture the flexural rigidity of the composite LG section, as far as $G_{int}$ modifies, the trouble arises from the equivalent torsional term $J_t$, that is, largely affected by $G_{int}$ modifications and directly involves some variations in the theoretical critical buckling moment of the member in LTB.

The limit conditions for the equivalent expressions in Tables 1 and 2 are represented by the presence of a weak interlayer (“layered” limit, $G_{int} \rightarrow 0$) or a rigid bond (“monolithic” limit, $G_{int} \rightarrow \infty$). The effect of these limit configurations manifests in flexural and torsional parameters for a given LG composite section that progressively modify between the two reference values:

$$
J_z \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\sum_{i=1}^{n_g} \frac{b_i t_i^3}{12}, & \text{layered limit,} \\
\frac{b}{12} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} t_i \right)^3, & \text{monolithic limit,}
\end{cases}
$$

(5)

$$
J_t \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
\sum_{i=1}^{n_g} \frac{b_i t_i^3}{3}, & \text{layered limit,} \\
\frac{b}{3} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n_g} t_i \right)^3, & \text{monolithic limit.}
\end{cases}
$$

(6)

For a practical comparison, let us consider a LG fin composed of three glass layers ($t = 10$ mm each) and bonding foils with $t_{int} = 0.76$ mm thickness. The member has total dimensions $L = 3000$ mm and $b = 300$ mm. The first step to address for the LTB analysis of the LG member is the calculation of the equivalent flexural and torsional contributions, under LU conditions, as a function of the actual interlayer stiffness $G_{int}$. The composite section characterization follows Tables 1 and 2. Figure 5 shows the variation of both flexural and torsional stiffness terms, as compared to the “layered” conditions ($R_{FLEX}$ and $R_{TOR}$, respectively), as a function of $G_{int}$.

In Figure 5(a), it is possible to notice that the monolithic thickness $t_{eq}$ in Table 1 well captures the flexural properties of the multilayer member. However, compared to the composite model for torsion (Table 2), it disregards the actual capacity of the same section as far as $G_{int}$ modifies (Figure 5(b)). It turns out that the real torsional contribution of the LG member in LTB, based on $t_{eq}$, could be highly
Table 1: Equivalent thickness definition for LG members in LTB [21], with \( n_g \) being the number of glass layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n_g )</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( t_{eq} = \sqrt{t_1^2 + t_2^2 + 12\Gamma_b J_s} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( t_{eq} = \sqrt{2t_1^2 + t_2^2 + 12\Gamma_b J_s} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Gamma_b = \frac{1}{(1 + \pi^2 (E t_1 t_2 t_{int}/(t_1 + t_2) G_{int} L^2)))} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( J_s )</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( t_1 (0.5t_1 + 0.5t_{int})^2 + t_2 (0.5t_2 + 0.5t_{int})^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( t_1 (0.5t_1 + 0.5t_2 + t_{int})^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Equivalent torsional stiffness definition for LG members in LTB [21], with \( n_g \) being the number of glass layers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( n_g )</th>
<th>Formula</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( J_{t,i} = J_{t,1} + J_{t,2} + J_{t,int} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( J_{t,i} = 2J_{t,1} + J_{t,2} + J_{t,int} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ J_{t,LT} = 4b (t_i t_j/(t_1 + t_2)) (0.5t_1 + 0.5t_2 + t_{int})^2 \]

\[ \lambda_{LT} = \frac{b^2}{3/2} (0.5 \lambda_{LT} b)/0.5 \lambda_{LT} b) \]

\[ \lambda_{LT} = \sqrt{(G_{int}/G)((t_1 + t_2)/t_1/t_2 t_{int})} \]

Figure 4: Example of LG sections with (a) two \( (n_g = 2) \) or (b) three \( (n_g = 3) \) layers.

Figure 5: Variation of (a) flexural and (b) torsional stiffness parameters for a LU laminated glass member based on the “composite” section approach (Tables 1 and 2) or on the flexural equivalent thickness (Table 1).
overestimated, depending on the input parameters. Finally, Figure 5 extends to the $G_{\text{int}}$ range $10^{-4} \times 10^{4}$ MPa. This choice is derived from calculation purposes only and does not reflect real design applications for structural glass, where the common interlayers are characterized (for ordinary design conditions) by $G_{\text{int}}$ values that hardly exceed the order of $\approx 100$ MPa [3, 4]. As an example, the typical $G_{\text{int}}$ effect of PVB bonds under conventional wind loads is also emphasized (with $30^\circ$C reference operating temperature and 3 s load duration [3, 4]).

3. Elastic Critical Buckling Moment of Glass Members with LR at the Tensioned Edge

3.1. Monolithic Members. As also discussed in [31, 32], the problem in Figure 3 requires the implementation of closed-form solutions of suitable use for designers. However, the presence of a continuous LR is unavoidably associated to the definition of rather complex analytical models in which multiple parameters affect each other. Often, additionally, the derived closed-form solutions (when available) are obtained for limited loading/boundary conditions only. The alternative can take the form of more generalized and accurate (but computationally expensive) numerical models to develop case by case [33].

For the LTB analysis of glass members with flexible continuous LRs at the tensile edge, the first calculation approach should be focused on the definition of the critical buckling moment and shape. The structural benefit provided by continuous LRs, specifically, could be rationally quantified in the form of a magnification coefficient $R^T_M$ as in equation (1b), with $0 < k_y < \infty$ and $k_0 = 0$, which could be extrapolated from the critical buckling moment definition:

$$M_{\text{cr,R}}^{(E)} = z_M k_y \left( \frac{L}{\pi} \right)^2 - \sqrt{\left[ E J_f \left( \frac{\pi}{L} \right)^2 + k_y \left( \frac{L}{\pi} \right)^2 \right] \left[ E J_w \left( \frac{\pi}{L} \right)^2 + G J_t \left( z_M^2 k_y + k_0 \right) \left( \frac{L}{\pi} \right)^2 \right]}.$$  (7)

where all the input parameters in equation (7) are defined from the differential system in equations (4a) and (4b).

It follows from equations (1a), (1b), and (7), mainly based on the input $k_y > 0$, that the estimated $M_{\text{cr,R}}^{(E)}$ could be significantly higher than Euler’s critical moment of the same LU geometry. At the same time, however, the presence of LRs at the tensioned edge is characterized by well-known performance limit conditions in LTB, as also summarized in Figure 2(b). The design challenge of the present study, compared to past literature efforts on compressed edges with LR [31, 32], is thus to quantify these tensioned edge LRs effects on LTB and develop a practical calculation approach for design considerations.

The magnification factor $R^T_M$ unavoidably includes the effects derived from various parameters, such as the shear rigidity $k_y$ of the continuous joint, and also the beam aspect ratio, span, slenderness of the glass member (both monolithic or LG), and the position of the elastic restraints ($z_M$). When $z_M = -b/2$ as in the schematic drawing of Figure 4(b) and the elastic LR is applied at the tensioned edge, equations (1a), (1b), and (7) can be rearranged as

$$R_M^{T} = \frac{-6bL^3 k_y + \sqrt{\left( 3b^3 L^2 k_y + 16Eb^3 \right) \left( 12L^4 k_y + 97.4Eb^3 \right)}}{39.5 b^3 E},$$  (8)

where $E = 70$ GPa and $G0.41E$ for glass and

$$1 \leq R_M^{T} \leq R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T}.$$  (9)

As far as $k_y$ modifies for a given geometry, $R_M^{T}$ progressively changes as in equations (8) and (9) and further affects the overall LTB response. The critical buckling shape, moreover, is limited in lateral displacements of the LR tensioned edge and can follow the qualitative trends in Figure 6.

The top limit condition associated to a "fully rigid" continuous LR is in fact given by

$$R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T} = R_{M}^{T} \left( k_y \longrightarrow \infty \right)$$  (10)

and thus allows to calculate

$$M_{\text{cr,R}}^{(E)} = R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T} M_{\text{cr,co}}^{(E)} \longrightarrow R_{M,\text{co}}^{T} = \frac{G J_t}{b},$$  (11)

For a monolithic member, equation (11) can also be expressed as

$$R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T} \approx \frac{L}{2.4532b},$$  (12)

and allows to extrapolate the threshold limit $k_y$ that is associated to a “fully rigid” restraint (also, see Section 3.4). As far as $k_y$ increases in equation (8), the $R_M^{T}$ factor progressively tends to the limit value in equation (11). At the same time, it is also recognized that a given geometry to verify could receive a minimum benefit from the LR in use. Studies reported in [29–32] proved that the typical LR adhesive joints for structural glass applications are characterized by moderate shear stiffness, thus suggesting the need of a generalized calculation for $R_M^{T}$.

3.2. Discussion of Analytical Results. It is clear that the shear stiffness $k_y$ alone is not representative of a constant amplification factor for a given glass member object of study but can be further exploited by the flexural and torsional stiffness parameters of the member itself. Under the above conditions, the design calculation could first take advantage of the top limit value that the member object of study could ideally achieve. According to Figure 7, such a limit value can be easily expressed as a function of the $L/b$ ratio, while the effect of thickness $t$ can be disregarded. The collected analytical
Figure 6: Qualitative critical buckling shapes and magnification factor $R_{TM}$ for a monolithic fin with continuous LR at the tensioned edge (Abaqus/Standard) as a function of $k_y$ (with $k_\theta = 0$): (a) $k_y \to 0$ and $R_{TM} \to 1$, (b) $0 < k_y < \infty$ and $1 < R_{TM} < R_{TM,\lim}$, and (c) $k_y \to \infty$ and $R_{TM} = R_{TM,\lim}$.

Figure 7: Analysis of limit $R_{TM}^T$ conditions for LR monolithic glass members in LTB as a function of $k_y$. 

\[ y = 0.396x + 0.178 \quad (y = x/2.453) \]

\[ y = 0.406x \]

\[ k_y \geq k_{y,\text{min}} \]

\[ k_y \geq k_{y,\text{max}} \]
predictions for the top limit, more in detail, are derived from equation (11) or (12).

Regarding all the possible intermediate conditions of technical interest, a concise calculation example is proposed in Figure 8, where the $R^*_{M,T}$ variation for glass fins with continuous flexible restraints are presented as a function of $k_y$. Key variations take the form of modifications for span $L$ (the examined range: 1000–5000 mm), section height $b$ (100–400 mm), and fin thickness $t$ (the examined range: 5–50 mm).

While the grouped members are characterized by a univocal limit $R^*_{M,T}$ value that represents the effects of a rigid continuous LR at the tensioned edge, severe modifications for the intermediate $R^*_{M,T}$ values can be observed when $t$ changes.

Based on Figure 8, a concise definition of $R^*_{M,T}$ trends for general LR glass members with variable geometries and stiffness $k_y$ cannot be directly expressed. In this regard, Figure 9 shows how the input parameters can affect the overall prediction of critical buckling moment. More precisely, the analytical estimates are shown in Figure 9(a) in terms of percentage of $R^*_{M,T,lim}$ as a function of $k_y$ for a 3000 × 300 mm member with variable thickness. A given percentage $t$ and thickness $t$ give evidence of the variability in required $k_y$ to achieve a similar LR effect. Similar considerations can be drawn for Figure 9(a). To achieve a certain percentage of LR, the minimum required $k_y$ increases with the increase of stiffness (based on $t$) in the examined 3000 × 300 mm member. Furthermore, modification in the span or height of the glass member also affects the overall LTB performance, as shown in Figure 9(c), for a selection of $t$ values in terms of $R^*_{M,T,lim}$, $k_y$ values, and geometrical parameters. In other words, equation (8) can be used case by case for single-LTB calculations or applied iteratively so as to describe the limit conditions and explore the effect of input design parameters.

3.3. Finite Element Numerical Assessment of Analytical Results. In order to further assess the analytical approach presented in Section 3.2, a set of FE models was developed in Abaqus/Standard. The numerical study included linear bifurcation analyses that were carried out on various geometrical properties of glass members and also various shear stiffness parameters for the LR. The critical buckling moment of each beam subjected to a constant and negative bending moment $M_y$ was predicted numerically by changing $k_y$. As a further attempt of validation, the analysis was also focused on the numerically predicted buckling shapes of the same members (i.e., Figure 6) to qualitatively explore the effects of weak or rigid LR. Finally, the additional advantage of the developed FE models was represented by the parametric analysis of the selected LR glass members under different load (moment) distributions, so as to include additional configurations that are typical of design applications in the study.

To this aim, the reference FE model schematized in Figure 10 was developed in agreement with earlier studies reported in [31, 32]. The typical FE assembly consisted of S4R 4-node, quadrilateral, stress/displacement shell elements with reduced integration and large-strain formulation. For the purpose of the parametric analysis, a linear elastic constitutive law was taken into account for glass ($E = 70$ GPa and $v = 0.23$), while the continuous LR at the tensile edge was described in the form of a set of equivalent shear springs. These springs were placed at each degree node (tensioned edge) of the meshed glass members, with the corresponding shear stiffness given by the unit of length value and the mesh edge. This edge size was derived from a regular mesh pattern of quadrilateral shell elements, whose total number was set in a fixed number for each examined span $L$. Loads and boundaries for the simply supported, fork-end restrained beams in LTB were finally introduced in each FE model by means of bending moments $M_y$ applied at the barycentric node of the end sections, as well as nodal translational and rotational restraints for the same cross-sectional nodes.

Selected comparative results from the parametric FE study are reported in Figure 11(a) in the form of predicted $R^*_{M,T}$ factor for LR glass beams in LTB as a function of $k_y$. Worth of interest is the close correlation of ABAQUS numerical predictions and analytical estimates from equation (8) as far as $k_y$ modifies.

In the same Figure 11(a), additional numerical dots are presented for members under triangular or parabolic moment distribution.

For LU members in LTB, it is in fact reasonable to estimate the maximum effects derived from distributed $q$ or midspan concentrated $F$ loads by accounting for an equivalent bending moment that is given by

$$M_y \equiv M_{y,eq} = \frac{M_{y,max}}{k_1},$$

with $k_1$, a correction factor depending on the distribution of the applied loads $M_{y,max}$, the maximum bending moment due to the applied $q$ or $F$ loads, respectively, that is, $M_{y,max} = qL^2/8$ (with $k_1 = 1.13$) or $M_{y,max} = FL/4$ (with $k_1 = 1.32$).

While computationally efficient for design, equation (13) is not valid for LR members due to the presence of partially rigid, continuous lateral restraints which are able to modify the global LTB behaviour. It was shown, for example, in [31, 32] that a compressed edge with continuous LR can severely influence the LTB performance of a given glass member under different loading distributions.

The FE parametric study herein summarized for glass members with LR at the tensioned edge further confirmed some important effects due to the imposed moment distribution for a given member. The extended analysis of various geometries and LR stiffnesses, for instance, gave evidence or a rather stable LTB behaviour, with some influencing effects due to moderately stiff LR in slender members only. Figures 11(b) and 11(c), in this regard, present the numerically derived correction factor $k_1$ (from equations (14a) to (14c)) for a multitude of LR glass members.
under distributed load $q$ or midspan concentrated load $F$. As shown, the average numerical predictions for $k_1 \approx 1.13$ and $\approx 1.32$ are still in the order of the conventional values in the simplified model of equation (13). Besides, the same numerical derivations show some deviations as a function of both the input $k_y$ and the geometrical parameters. At the first
3.4. Linearized Calculation Procedure

3.4.1. Magnification Factor $R^T_{M}$. From a practical point of view, based on previous results, the overall discussion on the effects of input features for a given LR glass member in LTB manifests in a set of well-defined configurations. It is in fact expected that the possible LR conditions that can be theoretically achieved while changing $k_y$, for a general member geometry, are in any case bounded as in equation (9). The comparative analysis as in Figure 8, otherwise, proves that the geometry and thus the flexural/torsional parameters are also influencing parameters for $R^T_{M}$.

To develop a practical approach for design, a simplified expression of equation (8) could be, for example, written as

$$R^T_{M} = -A + B\sqrt{CD},$$  \hspace{1cm} (14a)

with
In Figure 12, their general trend is shown with $k_y$ and fitting equations are proposed for their calculation. It is possible to see that $C_{R1}$, $C_{R2}$, and $C_{R4}$ have mostly a null value for a wide range of $k_y$ values, and thus, the $R_M^T$ definition in equation (15a) finds simplification in some terms. On the contrary, $C_{R3}$ in Figure 12 has an opposite trend with $k_y$ due to the basic assumption of equation (15a). The goal of such a kind of elaboration is that, for a given geometry ($b$, $t$, $L$), the theoretical effectiveness of $k_y$ on the actual LTB response can be more easily quantified and addressed, with a graphical approach or with the empirical equations in Figure 12.

The approach is able to fit equation (8) and thus provides accurate estimations for LR members in LTB. Besides, the solution of equations (14a)–(15d) itself still involves the calculation of multiple coefficients to account for their variation with the geometry of glass members and shear stiffness of LRs.

3.4.2. Limit LR Stiffness Values. In order to develop a practical tool, the current study proposes a linearized procedure that is based on the derivation of simple but generalized and reliable empirical formulations. Differing from Section 3.4.1, these equations are useful to directly express the required limit values $k_{y,\text{max}}$ and $k_{y,\text{min}}$ for a general LR glass member in LTB) that can be associated to the limit conditions of “rigid” or “weak” LR at the tensioned edge.

Let us assume a general glass member in LTB with ($b$, $t$, $L$) geometrical properties and a continuous LR. The proposed procedure first requires the estimation of $k_{y,\text{max}}$ and $k_{y,\text{min}}$ values. Moreover, a linearized trend is then presented for all the intermediate conditions in which $k_{y,\text{min}} < k_y < k_{y,\text{max}}$.

(1) Maximum LR Configuration. The LR can be considered as “fully rigid” when its shear stiffness $k_y$ is at least equal to a given top limit value $k_{y,\text{max}}$. Given that $k_{y,\text{max}}$ modifies with the geometrical and mechanical features of a given LR member in LTB, this limit condition can be generally detected as

$$k_{y,\text{max}} = D_1 \sqrt{D_2 k_y^2 + D_3 k_y + D_4} - D_5 k_y = 0.95 R_M^T_{\text{lim}}.$$

The $D_1$–$D_5$ parameters are implicitly inclusive of the member features ($b$, $t$, $L$), given that equation (16) is extrapolated from equations (8) and (12), with the target limit value of 0.95 $R_M^T_{\text{lim}}$. The advantage of the solution given by equation (16) is the direct expression of the $k_y$ value reproducing a mostly complete bracing system for the glass member to analyze. Furthermore, assumed that the thickness $t$ in equation (16) has minimum effects on the top limit value $R_M^T_{\text{lim}}$ in the same way as the $L/b$ ratio (as in Figures 7 and 8 and equation (12)), the combination of equations (8), (12), and (16) makes possible to elaborate a further simplification of empirical formulations for the so-defined minimum top threshold $k_{y,\text{min}}$ value.
(2) Minimum LR Configuration. The minimum LTB contribution for a given LR and a general member is a relevant issue in the same way as the "rigid" top condition. In the present study, the LR flexibility is assumed as "efficient" as far as the $k_y$ value in use is able to offer at least a minimum increase of LTB resistance for the glass member to verify, compared to its LU configuration. As such, the knowledge of the LU member performance in LTB (that is, $\min(R_{LM}^T)=1$ for $k_y \rightarrow 0$) is used as a reference to capture a minimum increase of the base theoretical value. The so-defined minimum configuration can be expressed as

$$k_y,\text{min} = D_6\sqrt{D_2k_y^2 + D_3k_y + D_4} - D_7k_y = 1.05,$$  (17)

where the $D_2$–$D_7$ parameters are again defined as in the case of equation (16). Worth of interest is that, in both equations (16) and (17), for a given set of $(b, t, L)$ features, coefficients $D_2$–$D_4$ are identical for the $k_y,\text{max}$ and $k_y,\text{min}$ calculations. From a practical point of view, however, all the $D_n$
coefficients are still characterized by intrinsic complexity that is derived from the mutual effect of all the input properties. Some typical values are reported in Table 3 for a selection of geometries. It is anyway worth of interest that the final result of equations (16) and (17) can support the definition of the generalized expression allowing to account for variations in the member geometry.

(3) Empirical Model for Maximum and Minimum LR Configurations. To facilitate and further simplify the LTB analysis of a general LR member, some typical limit values \( k_y,\text{max} \) and \( k_y,\text{min} \) are reported in Figure 13, with practical expressions that are based on geometrical features only. The \( k_y,\text{min} \) value for a given monolithic member, in particular, is found to follow equation (17) and the trends in Figure 13(a), where it can be seen that

\[
k_{y,\text{min}} \approx \left( \frac{J_t}{L} \right) C_{\text{min}} \cdot \text{max}(R_{L/L_b}, R_L).
\]  

In equation (18), \( J_t \) is given by equation (3), \( L \) is the span (in mm), \( C_{\text{min}} = 2 \) is a calibrated correction factor, and

\[
C_{\text{min}} = 1.85 \times 10^{-8} (L^{3.7}).
\]  

Moreover, \( R_{L/L_b} \) and \( R_L \) in equation (18) denote the variation ratio in terms of \( (L/b) \) and span \( L \), respectively, for the member object of study, compared to the base "reference" conditions that are set, respectively, in \((R_L/b)_0 = 10\) and \((R_L)_0 = 1000\) mm.

The same analytical study from equation (16) and summarized in Figures 13(b)–13(d) shows that the top limit value \( k_{y,\text{max}} \) corresponding to a "fully rigid" LR at the tensioned edge is given by

\[
k_{y,\text{max}} \approx \left( \frac{J_t}{L} \right) C_{\text{max}} \cdot \text{max}(R_{L/L_b}, R_L) 
\]  

with \( J_t \) from equation (3), \( L \) being the span (in mm), and

\[
C_{\text{max}} = D_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{L^{3.5}}{b} \right),
\]  

where

\[
D_{\text{max}} = \begin{cases} 
0.026L^2 - 59.7L + 45500 & (L \leq 3000\ \text{mm}), \\
43.2L - 40250 & (L > 3000\ \text{mm}),
\end{cases}
\]  

while \( \gamma_{\text{max}} = 0.85 \) is a calibrated correction factor (for \( L \geq 1500\) mm). In case of short LR members \((L < 1500\) mm), the second term of equation (20) vanishes.

(4) Intermediate LR Configurations. Once the maximum and minimum LR conditions and parameters are known from equations (18) and (20), the intermediate configurations can be
roughly estimated as a linear interpolation of the above defined limit values. A practical example is shown in Figure 14 for a 3000 × 300 × 10 mm member with variable \( k_y \).

In conclusion, the developed empirical procedure allows to develop the overall LTB assessment of a given monolithic LR member in LTB based on three simple steps, namely, (i) the prediction of LU critical buckling moment from equation (1a); (ii) the definition of \( k_y \) limit values from equations (18) and (20); and (iii) the linear interpolation of intermediate \( k_y \) conditions as in Figure 14.

4. Analysis of Laminated Glass Elements

4.1. Magnification Factor \( R_{M}^{T} \). Following Section 3, it is expected that the proposed closed-form formulations could be underconservative for the LTB analysis of LG members in which the bonding foils can provide only partial connection to the glass panels, thus resulting in a minimum shear bonding and torsional stiffness for the layered cross section (Figure 5). This design issue can be efficiently and conservatively addressed as far as the LTB calculation is carried out in the assumption of weak interlayers (\( G_{\text{int}} \rightarrow 0 \)), as in equation (6).

When \( z_M = -b/2 \) and the elastic LR is applied at the tensioned edge of the LG member to verify, the magnification factor can still be expressed as a function of the \( (b, t, L) \) geometrical properties (with \( t \) being the thickness of each glass layer) and the shear stiffness \( k_y \). From equation (6), the rearranged equation (8) for "layered" LG sections with \( n_y = 2 \) or 3, respectively, \( (G_{\text{int}} \rightarrow 0) \) takes the form of

\[
R_{M,2}^{T} = \frac{-6bt^3k_y + \sqrt{(6b^2t^2k_y + 64Et^3)(6L^4k_y + 97.4Et^3)}}{79bt^2E},
\]

(23)

\[
R_{M,3}^{T} = \frac{-2bt^3k_y - \sqrt{(b^2t^2k_y + 16Eb^3)(4L^4k_y + 97.4Eb^3)}}{39.5bt^2E}.
\]

(24)

In both \( n_y = 2 \) or 3 conditions, from equations (11) and (12), it is also expected that the LR critical buckling moment could ideally reach the top limit value due to the presence of a "rigid" restraint, that is,

\[
M_{cr,R}^{(E)} = R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T}M_{cr,E}^{(E)} \rightarrow M_{cr,\text{E30}} = \frac{GJ_t}{b}.
\]

(25)

where the "layered" torsional term \( J_tL \) for the composite section is still given by equation (6). The same equation (25) could be theoretically used with \( J_t,M \) in place of \( J_t,L \) from equation (6). The achievement of monolithic torsional bonding, however, is a difficult condition to realize in practical LG solutions, as also previously noted.

For a general LG section, disregarding the shear rigidity \( G_{\text{int}} \), the magnification factor \( R_{M}^{T} \), due to a variable LR flexibility \( k_y \), can, at maximum, achieve the top limit value \( R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T} \) that is quantified in

\[
R_{M,\text{lim}}^{T} = \begin{cases} 
R_{M,2,\text{lim}}^{T} & \frac{L}{1.7957b}, \\
R_{M,3,\text{lim}}^{T} & \frac{L}{2.035b}.
\end{cases}
\]

(26)

with \( n_y = 2 \) or 3, respectively. The assumption of a "layered" configuration is on the conservative side and can represent a minimum value that the LG member object of study will be able to offer in LTB conditions with flexible LRs.

Figure 15, in this regard, shows the correlation of the limit \( R_{M}^{T} \) values defined above. It is worth of interest that \( n_y \) directly reflects in a possible limitation of the LTB performance capacity for the member to verify. In any case, the overall LTB performance with a rigid LR \( (k_y \geq k_{y,\text{max}}) \) is not able to equal the maximum performance of a fully monolithic glass member, and this is a major effect of composite "layered" properties. The use of monolithic equivalent thickness formulations as in Tables 1 and 2, with the empirical equations presented for fully monolithic LR glass members in LTB, can represent an alternative solution as far as the intrinsic effects on composite flexural and torsional stiffnesses are properly considered.

From the interpolation and iterative calculation of equations (23) and (24), finally, limit values \( k_y \) for LG sections are reported in Tables 4 and 5.
4.1.1. Layered Members with $n_g = 2$ ($G_{int} = 0$). The extended analysis of parametric analytical data further allows to highlight that the $k_{y,\text{min}}$ value has a typical trend as in Figure 16 and can be estimated as

$$k_{y,\text{min}} \approx \frac{f_{Lt,L}}{C_{2,\text{min}}}, \quad (27)$$

with

$$C_{2,\text{min}} = \max(1; 96.7L - 105473). \quad (28)$$

Furthermore, the upper limit value $k_{y,\text{max}}$ can be roughly derived as

$$k_{y,\text{max}} \approx \frac{f_{Lt,L}}{L} \frac{1}{C_{2,\text{max}}}, \quad (29)$$

with

$$C_{2,\text{max}} = D_{2,\text{max}} e^{-0.2(L/b)},$$

$$D_{2,\text{max}} = \max\left(1; 0.45 \frac{L}{b} - 315\right). \quad (30)$$
4.1.2. Layered Members with \( g = 3 \) (Gint = 0). The limit stiffness values for LRs are found to follow the trends in Figure 17. The analysis of collected analytical data further allows to express the limit values as

\[
C_{3,\text{min}} \approx 1.45C_{2,\text{min}},
\]

\[
k_{y,\text{max}} \approx \frac{J_{t,L}}{L} C_{3,\text{max}},
\]

with

\[
C_{3,\text{max}} = D_{3,\text{max}} \left( \frac{L}{b} \right)^{0.34},
\]

\[
D_{3,\text{max}} = \max \left( 1, 1.45 \frac{L}{b} - 1352 \right).
\]

5. LTB Example for a Laminated Glass Fin \((n_g = 2)\)

In conclusion, a calculation example is presented to address the LTB stability check of LG members that are used to brace a glass wall against wind suction based on the simplified approach herein developed. The case study system takes inspiration and input data from [4].

5.1. Geometry and Loads. The wall has dimensions \( H = 4 \text{ m} \times B = 8 \text{ m} \) and is sustained (for dead loads only) by another supporting system (Figure 18). This means that each fin comes into play with the action of wind. Each \( H = L = 4 \text{ m} \) long \( \times b = 0.45 \text{ m} \) fin is \( i = 2 \text{ m} \) spaced and connected to the wall panels by means of a continuous silicone joint, able to provide a certain structural interaction between them. The cross section of each fin consists of LG obtained from heat-strengthened glass and a middle PVB layer \((n_g = 2)\). The nominal thickness of each glass layer is set in \( t = t_1 = t_2 = 15 \text{ mm} \), with \( t_{\text{int}} = 1.52 \text{ mm} \) for PVB foils.

The gust of wind (peak speed averaged over 3 seconds) has a pressure equal to \( p_{\text{wind}} = 1.2 \text{ kN/m}^2 \) that corresponds to \( q = p_{\text{wind}} \times i = 2.4 \text{ kN/m} \text{ distributed load on each fin. For LTB purposes, moreover, the self-weight of the glass fin is disregarded. A conventional load time duration of 3 seconds and a reference temperature } T = 30^\circ\text{C} \text{ are considered for the design action. In addition, the strengthening and stiffening contribution of LRs is conservatively neglected, and LU fins in LTB are preliminary verified. }

The maximum bending moment at the midspan section of each fin is

\[
M_y^{\text{max}} = \frac{y_{\text{q}} q L^2}{8} = 7.2 \text{ kNm},
\]

with \( y_{\text{q}} = 1.5 \), the partial safety factor for live loads.

5.2. Design Buckling Strength. The design tensile strength \( f_{\text{gcd}} \) and the characteristic strength for buckling \( f_{\text{gcd}} \) are two mandatory parameters that must be first calculated for glass. The first one is given by
Table 4: Analytical derivation of limit LR values $k_{y\min}$ and $k_{y\max}$ for LG members in LTB ($n_g = 2$ and $G_{int} = 0$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L/b$</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>$t$ (mm)</th>
<th>$k_{y\min} (R_M^T = 1.05)$ (N/mm²)</th>
<th>$k_{y\max} (R_M^T = 0.95 R_{M\text{lim}}^T)$ (N/mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$3.797E-03$</td>
<td>$1.263E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$7.288E-03$</td>
<td>$2.179E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1.245E-02$</td>
<td>$3.534E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$2.416E-02$</td>
<td>$6.550E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$4.706E-04$</td>
<td>$1.581E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$9.109E-04$</td>
<td>$2.724E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1.556E-03$</td>
<td>$4.417E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$3.019E-03$</td>
<td>$8.187E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$1.401E-04$</td>
<td>$4.689E-01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$2.699E-04$</td>
<td>$8.070E-01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$4.611E-04$</td>
<td>$1.309E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$8.946E-04$</td>
<td>$2.426E+00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Analytical derivation of limit LR values $k_{y\min}$ and $k_{y\max}$ for LG members in LTB ($n_g = 3$ and $G_{int} = 0$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L/b$</th>
<th>$L$ (mm)</th>
<th>$t$ (mm)</th>
<th>$k_{y\min} (R_M^T = 1.05)$ (N/mm²)</th>
<th>$k_{y\max} (R_M^T = 0.95 R_{M\text{lim}}^T)$ (N/mm²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$7.586E-03$</td>
<td>$1.564E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.480E-02$</td>
<td>$2.882E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$2.532E-02$</td>
<td>$4.840E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$4.950E-02$</td>
<td>$9.209E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$9.448E-04$</td>
<td>$1.958E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.850E-03$</td>
<td>$3.602E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$3.164E-03$</td>
<td>$6.050E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$6.188E-03$</td>
<td>$1.151E+01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$2.807E-04$</td>
<td>$5.793E-01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$5.483E-04$</td>
<td>$1.069E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>$9.376E-04$</td>
<td>$1.792E+00$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>$1.833E-03$</td>
<td>$3.411E+00$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shear stiffness value $G_{int}^T = 0.8$ MPa should also be taken into account in PVB for the estimation of the design buckling strength of each fin (3 s, $T = 30^\circ$C). For safety issues, it is assumed that $T = 50^\circ$C, and thus, $G_{int}^T = 0.44$ MPa. The equivalent glass thickness for each fin is first calculated from Tables 1 and 2, where

$$t_{eq} = 18.56 \text{ mm},$$

$$f_{g,d} = \frac{\lambda_A \lambda_g \lambda_h f_{g,k}}{K_{MY_M}} k_{y,d} k_{y}\left(f_{b,k} - f_{g,k}\right) = 24.94 \text{ MPa},$$

with all the input coefficients derived from [4], while

$$f_{g,d} = \frac{\lambda_A \lambda_g \lambda_h f_{g,k}}{K_{MY_M}} k_{y,d} k_{y}\left(f_{b,k} - f_{g,k}\right) = 44.19 \text{ MPa}.$$  \(35\)

The shear stiffness value $G_{int}^T = 0.8$ MPa should also be taken into account in PVB for the estimation of the design buckling strength of each fin (3 s, $T = 30^\circ$C). For safety issues, it is assumed that $T = 50^\circ$C, and thus, $G_{int}^T = 0.44$ MPa. The equivalent glass thickness for each fin is first calculated from Tables 1 and 2, where

$$t_{eq} = 18.56 \text{ mm},$$

$$J_{x,eq} = 4.252 \times 10^5 \text{ mm}^4,$$

$$J_{t,eq} = 1.095 \times 10^6 \text{ mm}^4,$$

where it is possible to notice the limited torsional contribution of the interlayer ("layered" limit condition for torsion).

Disregarding the presence of continuous LR at the tensioned edge, the normalized torsional slenderness ratio of each fin is preliminary calculated:

$$\chi_{LT} = \sqrt{\frac{W_x f_{g,x}}{M_{cr}^T}} = 1.114,$$

with

$$M_{cr}^T = \frac{\pi}{L} \sqrt{\frac{E J_{x,eq} G_{int}^T}{2.702 \cdot 10^7 \text{ Nmm}}},$$

Euler’s critical buckling moment of the reference LU fin. The torsional buckling reduction factor for the LU fin would give

$$\chi_{LT} = \frac{1}{\Phi + \sqrt{\Phi^2 - \chi_{LT}^2}},$$

where

$$\Phi = 0.5 \left[ 1 + a_{imb} (\chi_{LT} - a_0) + \chi_{LT}^2 \right] = 1.239, \quad (a_{imb} = 0.26, a_0 = 0.2),$$

and thus,

$$M_{b,R,d} = \chi_{LT} M_R = \chi_{LT} W_x f_{g,d} = 1.042 \cdot 10^7 \text{ Nmm}.$$  \(42\)

The LTB verification of the examined fins (LU preliminary hypothesis) under wind suction is positively satisfied, given that
However, it is worth to note that the LR fins can take advantage of the beneficial contribution of the continuous joint at the tensioned edge, as discussed in Section 4 for LG members. Disregarding the exact $k_y$ values, the top "layered" condition is associated to $R_{T,\text{lim}}^{M}$, thus on the corresponding $M_c^{E}$, and the LTB buckling parameters $\lambda_{\text{LT}}$ and $\chi_{\text{LT}}$ that govern the above LTB verification condition. From $R_{T,\text{lim}}^{M}$, the top condition gives $\chi_{\text{LT}} = 0.908$ and

\[
\frac{M_{b,R}}{M_{b,R}^d} = \frac{7.20}{10.42} = 0.69 \leq 1. 
\]  

The knowledge of allowable theoretical performances for the examined fin geometry can thus be used for the LTB verification check of the LR members and for the detailed design of the joint.

The iterative LTB design check, based on $k_{y,\text{min}} \leq k_y \leq k_{y,\text{max}}$ and the developed linearization approach, has, in fact, a direct effect on $R_{T,\text{lim}}^{M}$, thus on the corresponding $M_{c}^{E}$, and the LTB buckling parameters $\lambda_{\text{LT}}$ and $\chi_{\text{LT}}$ that govern the above LTB verification condition. From $R_{T,\text{lim}}^{M}$, the top condition gives $\chi_{\text{LT}} = 0.908$ and

\[
R_{T,\text{lim}}^{M} = \frac{L}{1.7957b} = 4.95. 
\]  

**Figure 16:** Analytical derivation of limit LR parameters (a) $k_{y,\text{min}}$ and (b)–(d) $k_{y,\text{max}}$ for laminated glass members in LTB ($n_g = 2$, layered limit).
At the same time, it is possible to notice that the calculated $k_{y,\text{min}}$ value is rather small. Considering some typical bonds and LR joint sections in use for similar applications (see, for example, [30–32]), this suggests that even a minor LR joint can offer a certain beneficial contribution in terms of stiffness and resistance for the investigated geometry and thus enforce the proposed analytical procedure for LR members in LTB. Besides, it has to be noted that the current approach does not exclude the need of separate design checks that the same fins should satisfy in terms of ultimate resistance and serviceability deformation under the imposed design loads.

$$\frac{M_{b,d}^q}{M_{b,R,d}^q} = 0.43 \leq 1. \quad (45)$$

Figure 17: Analytical derivation of limit LR parameters (a) $k_{y,\text{min}}$ and (b)–(d) $k_{y,\text{max}}$ for laminated glass members in LTB ($n_g = 3$, layered limit).
6. Conclusions

This paper investigated the lateral torsional buckling (LTB) analysis of glass members with continuous flexible lateral restraint (LR) at the tensioned edge. The condition is typical of fins and stiffeners that are used to brace roofs and facade panels under negative pressure.

To provide empirical formulations of practical use in support of design, analytical models validated toward finite element numerical simulation have been discussed, giving evidence of the effects of geometrical and mechanical input parameters on the overall performance of LR glass members in LTB. As shown, major challenges are represented by the presence of multiple input parameters that mutually affect the final LTB performance for a given member. This suggests the need of computationally practical but reliable tools that could account for the main parameters of design.

Empirical formulations have thus been presented for glass members with tensioned edge in LR and characterized by a fully monolithic or laminated (with \( n_g = 2 \) or 3 glass layers) resisting section. Practical expressions have been proposed to estimate the threshold shear stiffness parameters of continuous LRs in use for a given member geometry, so as to facilitate the critical buckling moment calculation. The major advantage is taken from a linearization procedure that interpolates the effects of variable LR stiffnesses for a general member geometry, starting from the top and bottom limit conditions of rigid or weak restraints. The reported study also showed that, for members under different moment distributions (such as parabolic or triangular), the presence of LRs can still be efficiently accounted in the form of traditional correction factors for the critical buckling load predictions, thus facilitating the overall LTB design process.
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